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CHAPTER 1

Preface

W elcome to this great journey that is capitalism. My name is Francois-
Pierre Galarneau, I'm a 27 years old self thought entrepreneur that in

the network marketing industry. I have a serious sales background in retail sales,
online marketing, email marketing and I have been involved as manager and
President in many projects. The reason I am writing this book is to educate peo-
ple about how ultimately there is no excuse for failure in the capitalist world.
With a growing rate of criminality and people who ultimately barely meet their
needs. The entire world is facing a dilemma, poverty is separating good and hon-
est people too with a complicated financial world most people can't break down
in simple pieces. Since now 2 years in the multi level marketing industry, I've ed-
ucated myself from the best and I am willing to share with you the secret of
wealth. It's simple Cash money, in simple terms, is what you are going to get and
keep for yourself to establish your financial situation in a peaceful state. Other
people call it financial freedom. What is financial freedom and is it simply unob-
tainable to people with less talents than others? That is one of many questions
we will try to answer in this book.
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CHAPTER 2

The good old days

I'm not writing this chapter because some people with a negative mindset al-
ways focus on memories and that time they lived this thrilling peak of exci-

tation they will never meet. That is unfortunate to say the least. My subject is
that most people had it better 50 years before when you look at how financially
educated and how they handled their money. The issue the world is tackling
with right now is that their money is now overspent on minor things. The world
has grown to enjoy entertainment better than a better life outcome. The typical
scenario you can see is people who want to work forty hours for forty years at a
job, than retire comfortable having a forever lasting retreat at home sitting in
front of television. I'm here to tell you that if you are looking for Cash Money
and lots of it, you are going to focus on financial education as the top priority in
your life. A plane without a pilot is not going anywhere. There is no other way to
handle your money better but for you to actually find out why your hard earned
honey is better where it is now that you safely placed it in a carefully chosen loca-
tion.

The world has been going trough an industry driven change, overspending and
a growing amount of virtually created values like beauty, unhealthy choices and
even more. I think it is not ok to try to change people, but I declared to myself
I would never listen to those people for financial advice. People who really suc-
ceed big, are the ones who learn from other people's experience. Somebody that
already has wealth or both wealth and freedom of time. Those values have been
concentrated is small groups of individual vouching for each others success. It is
critical that you start by joining the right party of people you will be able to col-
laborate with undeniably for the better, otherwise you will be kept among neg-
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ative people who can't find a way to even get started at anything productive. I'm
going to save you the facts, people now live day by day and back in the days they
had years of supplies to cover rough times. Plan for rough times because when
they happen, you will be stuck with no resources to deal with the outcome of
catastrophe.

I'm not saying they were perfect by any means, most of them weren't big risk
takers and that money stayed in a dry and secure place doing nothing. The sec-
ond most important thing to learn about money is that you need to have it work
into more of it. To become rich is simply to take the returns and return them
constantly into growing more of it until you simply start slowly grabbing small
returns without interrupting the phenomenon. There needs to be something
going on with your financials involving other people and profiting you. That is
the ultimate secret and fundamentals to establishing a growing financial future.
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CHAPTER 3

What is wrong in the socia l  economics of
today?

I think most people enemy is themselves. Have you ever heard somebody tell
you that most people only hear what they want to hear? It's because most peo-

ple will settle for a comfortable lie rather than getting the honest truth. People
talk themselves out of entire weddings in the blink of an eye sometimes. It's what
is the costliest mistake you will ever make. To win at the financial game, you
must learned to make calculated moves. I'm saying you probably shouldn't have
even engaged at first if that wedding did not establish on solid ground. It's im-
portant to be concise in life, for every that works for you might be the difference
between something major down the line. That factor is called compounding re-
sults and it will be explained later in the book. If you want to have cash money
and lots of it, be ready for immense sacrifice, then the sacrifices you will end up
making will look like it's a drop of water in the ocean. Most people don't under-
stand what it takes to be successful. It takes first time, invested in a precise objec-
tive and maintained carefully to become wealthy.

It's important to get rid of any excuses you have facing failure or even some
products or services you sell. You are ultimately the only difference between
your failure and the success somebody else is having right at this moment in the
financial world. Somebody will say, money is not important to them. That's how
they logically get around being stuck somewhere they financially dislike like a
bad employment and so on. Whenever someone is saying that you need to be
rich to become rich is simply reflecting is own poor mentality and lack of self
confidence on to you.
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Be aware that some people undergo under great length to see other people fail,
because they feel comfortable justifying why they loose that way. It's important
to create an immense separation between those people and yourself if you want
to succeed in the capitalism adventure and land cash money and lots of it.
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CHAPTER 4

A t ime of need

N ot that there wasn't any time of need before, because inevitably there will
be individuals working down the social ladder and filling whatever pur-

pose they got. Nevertheless, in my opinion, the 21st century is seeing more and
more separation between the rich and the middle class. The consequences of
people letting life happen at this point will be the complete dissipation of the
middle class into mostly poor working people in the next century. There is a
time of need for people to understand the basics and principles around cash
money and lots of it.

Invested the right way, this buying power can secure the future of your kids and
their kids. The reasons to get started are there, the reason is why aren't you go-
ing full throttle into thick and thin to secure that place for yourself. There are
people who desperately pray for something to go their way, you can be that fate-
ful moment for anybody. The contribution you could make to your community
is immense and you can meet very interesting people too. There is more than
enough books, motivators and mentors to help you toward your own goals.
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CHAPTER 5

The balance shift

A s hard as it looks like, you have to get started. Let me tell you the best part
about getting started at anything: it is most likely the hardest part about

the entire project. Think about it, if you have something on wheels and the
wheels are now solidly in place, once you gave it a push, there is nothing to stop
that rolling object. The same principle applies with money. The balance is ulti-
mately your spending against how much money you bring in. That balance has
got to shift toward the less spending possible and making the most income. That
part is crucial, it takes efforts and hard work to secure that place but it's crucial to
establish yourself as a competitive finalist. We all starts as applicants, we end up
being candidates, we make it then to being a contender only to make it after as a
finalist. A lot of people won't really compete with you as a contender, that's why
you clearly have 90% of the solution if you start working on a real plan based on
your situation to introduce a financial balance shift.
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CHAPTER 6

The compound effect

T he compound effect is what most people never even realized was there in
the first place. It's those tiny expanding results that accumulate day by day,

as time passes by. I put it to myself when I was 25 years of age, what if I only truly
was given a chance to stay within one employment and make it to a nice position
in time, wouldn't that be what most people find out to be success. It actually is
exactly that. My first employer closed his restaurant two years after I had got my-
self employed. That control you get, is ultimately the change of your life and
what is going to bring you cash money and lots of it. People who take responsi-
bility and handle everyday stress and handle disappointments are those bound to
succeed in whatever they do. As results expands, the rich mentality applies
where you invest most of that money back and let it repeat the process. See it's
not about making a lot of money quickly like most people would suppose. Some
people would look at your first week sales and say you should quit or stay at this
project. I'm telling you, it's about increasing compounding tiny results and focus
on growing that. Money is simply an element of measure to value, if you find out
how to bring value to your own project, you will effortlessly attract cash money
and lots of it.

There is no better way to make money, in fact, if everybody all did the same oc-
cupation and spent their time filling the same need for others, we would all be
out of jobs and probably having a lot of problems on our mind. It's important
that you bring motivation and passion to the table in the project you do. You are
the face of the business you do and people smell fake from a mile away. Develop
posture and belief and let people know you will have the last laugh.
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CHAPTER 7

Maintaining a t ight ship

Y ou know what is a loose cannon? It's a sharp and precise productive entity
that got diverted and their purpose now doesn't serve your objective any-

more, just like a loose cannon in war. You are there to be representative of
something or the rich mentality, don't expect it not to be other sides that will
play in your story. You need to focus into building yourself and others that got
the same mentality you do. A performer's mentality, results are a result of per-
formance. People who want to make a lot of cash money and want to have a
dream life without working are plain fools, they just don't realize it. Stay away
from people who think their degrees or others give them any kind of entitle-
ment, benefits or other things. Stay away by some people who will try to mislead
you into bad decisions and try to exploit your success. The farmer doesn't let his
crop without attending on it for the entire summer. Just like a farmer, you need
to plant and grow value.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

Y ou are now fully ready to attend your purpose in the capitalism world. Re-
member that a smooth sea never made a skillful sailor. Ultimately, the

more you fail, the more you are bound to learn from that same experience. Never
ever loose focus on the compounding motion that is taking place and surrender
yourself to you ultimate goal making cash money and lots of it.
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